PROJECT STAR, KINGS CROSS

About
Sony Music Entertainment (SME) is comprised of a variety of record labels devoted to every genre of music,
from rock and pop to classical, hip hop and R&B. Known for seeking out the industry’s best artists and
executives Sony have solidified their reputation as creators of world-class music and audio entertainment.

Design
The SME Data Centre has been designed to facilitate various record labels that Sony Music purchases,
supports, or uses. This design ethos is around environmentally friendly products and packaging. The SME
Data Centre design is flexible to upgrade and support new technologies and equipment installations while
meeting operational requirements, reflecting the latest BS EN standards.
The project’s design considerations included:
f
Smaller Connectivity Zones
f
Higher Speed Uplinks
f
Zone Different Activities
Initial observations made by the design team ensured that the SME data centre is built differently from the
rest, specifically the inclusion of future expansion mechanisms allowing SME to expand over the next 20
years quickly. Heat generation was also considered; the design team validated all the active kit power loads
housed within the Data Centre, ensuring the power and cooling loads were sufficient and energy-efficient. As
designers, the requirement for speed is rapidly increasing in computing and networking, so with this in mind,
it was critical to specify the latest products fit to handle any future connectivity growth.
Connectivity maintained a tight bond between IT and the cable infrastructure. This intent accommodated
many varied applications. As a result, the SME Data Centre was designed flexibly to upgrade and support
new technologies and equipment installations while meeting current operational requirements.

Implementation
f
f
f
f
f
f

1920 x 48 way Cat6A Harness link outlets
74 x 24 way Cat6A Cabinet link outlets
37 x 24 core OM4 Fibre cabinet links
36 x PDUs
2 x Patching frames
18 x Cabinets and hot aisle containment

Completion
In conclusion, the success factor of the space was down to the meticulous design and planning, taking the
MiX design, and incorporating all the other business-critical elements into the area but keeping IT connectivity
at heart. Furthermore, BW’s onsite management ensured that the client’s Network infrastructure functionality
was always the primary focus and only the highest standard of the craft was acceptable. This can be seen
with the artistry of PIP Electrical and The Cabling Group helping to deliver a space that Sony is proud to
showcase.
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Sony Music Response
“Working with the MIX, BW and Cabling Group team has been a professional technical pleasure.
Even during a pandemic the quality and delivery of our new Kings Cross office Data Centre infrastructure is second to
none.
We are even using see through floor tiles to show off how clean the under floor services have been implemented, who
doesn’t like a bit of clean cabling!
If asked would I work with MIX Consultancy Infrastructure team again, my answer is YES they are on my personal
speed dial…Also known as Ross MIX!!!”

- Pete Elgar, Senior Director of Infrastructure
SME Data Centre Professional Team:

